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1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group and k a field of characteristic p>0. Let N be
a normal subgroup of G. Let Θ be a connected component of the stable Aus-
lander-Reiten quiver T
s
(kG) of the group algebra kG. We assume that there
exist indecomposable iV-projective &G-modules in Θ throughout this paper.
Choose an indecomposable iV-projective AG-module L
o
 in Θ. Let S
o
 be an
indecomposable k/V-module such that L0\S0^
G
y and H be a connected com-
ponent of Γ
s
(kN) containing S
o
. Set T(B):={gt=G\Bg=B} = igGG\SfeE}9
the inertia group of S in G. Suppose that 5 r
o
f Γ ( Ξ ) =ί7
o
φ[/ 1 φ φC/M, where
U{ is indecomposable and L0^C70f
G
. (Note that T(B)Z)T(S
o
)={g(EG\Sgo—
50}. Hence each £/,fG is indecomposable by [7], VII, 9.6 Theorem.) Let
Λ be the connected component of T
s
(kT(&)) containing U
o
. Now the purpose
of this paper is to show the following theorem.
Theorem. With the same notation and assumption as above, let U be an
indecomposable kT(jEL)-module in A. Then;
(1) The induced module U\G is indecomposable,
(2) The inducing from T(B) to G gives a graph isomorphism from Λ onto
Θ which preserves edge-multiplicity and direction.
The notation is almost standard. All the modules considered here are fi-
nite dimensional over k. We write W \ Wf for ^G-modules W and W' if W is
isomorphic to a direct summand of W'. For an indecomposable non-projective
AG-module M, we write ^Λ{M) to denote the Auslander-Reiten sequence (^ 47?-
sequence) 0-»Ω2M-^^(M)->M-^0 terminating at M> and also we write m(M)
to denote the middle term of Jl(M). Here Ω denotes the Heller operator. A
sequence L0—Lλ Lt of indecomposable modules L,(0<z<£) is said to be
a walk if there exists an irreducible map either from L, to Li+ι or from Li+ι to
L{ for 0</<£— 1. Concerning some basic facts and terminologies used here,
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we refer to [1], [4] and [5].
The author would like to thank Dr. T. Okuyama for his helpful advice.
2. Preliminaries
Here we recall some basic results on ^4i?-sequences of the group algebra
kG.
Lemma 2.1 ([1], Proposition 2.17.10). Let M be an indecomposable non-
projective kG-module and H be a subgroup of G. Then the AR-sequetίce <Jl(M)
splits on restriction to H if and only if M is not H-projectiυe.
Lemma 2.2 ([3], Lemma 1.5 and [6], Theorem 7.5). Let H be a subgroup
of G. Let L and U be indecomposable non-projective modules for G and H re-
spectively. Assume that U is a direct summand of (U]G)lH with multiplicity one,
and that L is an indecomposable direct summand of U\G such that U\L[H.
Then JL(U)\G—Jί(L)®6y where 6 is a split sequence.
Let ( , ) denote the inner product on the Green ring a(kG) induced by
dim* HomjfeG( , ) [2]. For an exact sequence of &G-modules S: 0->A^B->C
->0, let [S](Ξa(kG) be the element B - A - C .
Lemma 2.3. Let H be a normal subgroup of G. Let M be an indecom-
posable H-projectίve (but non-projective) kG-module and S be an indecomposable
kH-module such that M\S]G. Then [Jl(M)lH]=n(Σg<=x[Jl(S8)])y where X is
a right transversal of T(S) in G and n is the multiplicity of M as a summand of
S\G.
Proof. By [2], Theorem 3.4, it suffices to show that (F, [Jl(M)lH] —
nC£jgfEx[d>(Sg)]))=0 for any indecomposable &if-module V. Using the Fro-
benius reciprocity, we have
= (V,
, [Jί(M)])-n(V,
Now M\ V\G if and only if V is isomorphic to S* for some g^G since M\B\
ΦgeG/Iί S
g
 and (V\G)\H^ @g^GjH V8 by the Mackey decomposition. If V—S8
for some g^G, then M is a direct summand of V\G with multiplicity n. Hence
we get (V, [Jl(M)lff]-n(Σg*x[Jl(S8)]))=0 as desired.
3. Indecomposable modules
In this section, we shall give a proof of the main theorem. Returning to
the situation of the Introduction, we assume that N is a normal subgroup of
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G. Let T= Γ(E) be the inertia group of S in G.
Lemma 3.1. Let L be an indecomposable kG-module in Θ. Then every
direct summand of L\N lies in U gfΞG E*. In particular, some summand lies in E.
Proof. Let L0—Lx Lt=L be a walk in Θ. We prove the assertion
by induction on t.
If ί = 0 , then L
o
iN\(So/tG)iN— @>g(ΞG/N Sg0 and each Sg0 lies in B'. Hence
the assertion follows for t=0.
Suppose the assertion holds for Lt_v We distinguish the following two
cases.
Case 1. Lt_λ is iV-projective. Let St_1 be an indecomposable fe/V-module
such that A-il^-if0- Since every direct summand of Lf-xi^ lies in \JgGGB
g
,
we may assume that St^ lies in Ξ. From Lemma 2.3, we have [<-^i(A-i)liv]=
n(Σg€Ξx MK*Sf-i*)])> where X is a right transversal of T(St.ι) in G and n is the
multiplicity of Lt_λ as a summand of 5
f
ί
_1f
G
. This implies that "i(Lt_ι)lN\
®g^xHt{St^g)@{Lt^ι®€ί2 Lt_-ΐ)\N and every direct summand oim(Lt_^\N lies
in Όg<=G 3* (Recall that the Auslander-Reiten translation T is Ω2 here). Since
Lt\*H>(Lt_^) or Lt\<a(Ωi~2Lt-^, we have Lt\N\ (^(Lt_ι)φM'(Ω,~2 L^.j))!^.
Therefore every direct summand of L, j ^ lies in (J ^ eG S^.
Case 2. /^.j is not iV-projective. Then ^4i?-sequences Jl(Lt_^) and
Jl{Ω~2 Z/ί-i) split on restriction to N by Lemma 2.1. Hence we have *n(Lt_^),N
or Lt\*n(Ω~2Lt_^), we have A l i v K ^ 2 L ^ ^ L ^ ^ C ί ' 2 L t _ ^ ) l N and so every
direct summand of Lt \N lies in U g^G a
g
.
The following is immediate from Lemma 3.1.
Corollary 3.2. Let U be an indecomposable kT-module in Λ. Then every
direct summand of U\,N lies in Ξ.
Lemma 3.3. Let U be an indecomposable kT-module in Λ. Let (t/fG)j
Γ
~U®Z. Then Z\,N has no indecomposable direct summand which lies in Ξ. In
particular U is a direct summand of (U^G)l
τ
 with multiplicity one.
Proof. By the Mackey decomposition, we have
Z ^ 0 ([/ lτenτ)\
g<ΞT\G/T
and
Now each indecomposable direct summand of UlN lies in E by Corollary 3.2.
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For g<£T=T(H) and AeΓ, (UlN)gh does not have an indecomposable direct
summand which lies in H, and thus Z\N does not, either. This implies that
Z has no indecomposable direct summand which lies in Λ by Corollary 3.2.
Lemma 3.4. Let U and Ur be indecomposable kT-modules in Λ. Then
U\G^ U'\G if and only if U^ U'.
Proof. If U^U'y then U\G~Uf\G clearly. To show the converse, as-
sume by way of contradiction that UfG— U'\G but UφU'. Then V | (U'\G)\
τ
—(^ίG)!r and hence we have U®U'\{U\G)\T. Lemma 3.3 implies that U'\N
has no direct summand contained in H, which contradicts Corollary 3.2.
We are now ready to prove the theorem stated in the Introduction.
Proof of Theorem. (1) Let UQ-Uλ Ut=U be a walk in Λ. If
t=Oy i.e., U—U
o
> then U0\
G
~L0 as we have seen in the Introduction. Sup-
pose then that Ut_^
G
 is indecomposable. We shall derive a contradiction as-
suming that Ut\
G
 is decomposable. Let Ut\
G
=L®M and (Ut\G)lτ=Ut®Zt.
We may assume that Ut\L\τ. Hence M\T\ZU and Lemma 3.3 implies
that any direct summand of M\N does not lie in H. On the other hand, by
Lemmas 2.2 and 3.3, we have JKJJt^)\G — Jl(Ut_JG) and ei(Ω" 2 Ut_x)\G~
Jl(£l~2 Ut_λ\G) since Ut.x\G is indecomposable. Since Ut\<a(Ut_1) or
Ut|^(Ω-2 £/,_!), Ut\G is a direct summand of (^(t/f.OΘ^Ω- 2 Ut_J)\G—
<n(Ut-ΛG)(B<n(Ω~2 Ut_JG). This means that every indecomposable direct
summand of Ut\
G
 lies in Θ. In particular, each direct summand of M lies in
Θ, and hence Lemma 3.1 implies that M\N has an indecomposable direct sum-
mand contained in B, which is a desired contradiction.
(2) From Lemmas 2.2, 3.3 and (1), we have Jl(U)\G=Jl{U\G) for an
indecomposable feΓ-module U in Λ. This and an inductive argument yield
that the inducing from T to G gives an epimorphism from Λ onto Θ. Also,
it must be a graph epimorphism. On the other hand, Lemma 3.4 implies that
it is a monomorphism.
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